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When processing sentences containing implicit causality (IC) verbs, such as “Mark 

feared/frightened Mary because…”, language users generate referential expectations based on whether 

the IC verb is biased toward expressing the subject noun phrase (frighten, NP1) or the object noun phrase 

(fear, NP2) as the cause of an action or experience. Van Berkum et al. (2013) found that a participant’s 

mood modulates these expectations. They found that participants in a simulated bad mood did not show 

electrophysiological evidence of referential anticipation, and suggest that this reflects an inhibition of 

anticipating referential context via general slowing, rather than direct interference with verb-based 

expectations. Critically, however, previous research has also found that a simulated emotional state 

interacts with the affective valence of a sentence to influence how that sentence is processed (Havas et 

al., 2007). This suggests that simulated emotional states might also influence the processing of implicit 

causality verbs, which often have high degrees of emotional valence (sad-happy) and arousal (calm-

excited). If so, this may have processing consequences after an IC verb as well.  

To test this possibility, we used eye-tracking in conjunction with emotion simulation using the 

pencil-in-mouth paradigm (Strack et al., 1988). Stimuli were 30 NP2 biased IC verbs with varying 

degrees of valence and arousal (Warriner et al., 2013). Each verb was embedded into two sentence 

frames (1): one in which the pronoun matched the verb’s IC bias (1a), and one in which it did not (1b). 

Native English speakers read target sentences and filler items in a randomized order and answered 

comprehension questions while we manipulated their emotional state as a between-subjects factor. 

 

       (1)   Female/Male NP1 + IC-Verb + Male/Female NP2 + because + Adverbial Phrase + he/she + … 

     (1a) Brenda accompanied Mathew because yesterday he had finally asked if they could go together. 

      (1b) Brenda accompanied Mathew because yesterday she had finally asked if they could go together. 

 

 We address the following research questions: 1) Does simulated emotional state interact with an 

IC verb’s affective properties to influence early verb processing? 2) Does any such interaction influence 

referential and non-referential processing subsequent to the verb? 3) Does simulated bad mood inhibit 

referential processing in reading when emotional effects on sentence processing are brought under 

statistical control? 

 Results from preliminary data analysis (linear mixed models, Table 1) find no evidence for early 

effects of any interaction between simulated emotional state and a verb’s affective properties at the verb 

(RQ1). Data do, however, reveal influences of such an interaction on First Fixation Durations at the NP2 

and adverbial, as well as on Total Durations at because (RQ2). These findings indicate that emotional 

effects on sentence processing develop over time as the discourse unfolds. Results further find an 

interaction between Simulated Emotional State and Referential Match on First Pass Dwell Times at the 

pronoun (RQ3); visual inspection reveals that participants in a simulated bad mood actually show a 

greater referential mismatch effect than those in a simulated good mood, indicating that bad mood does 

not interfere with the ability to rapidly generate referential expectations. 

 In short, results indicate that online referential anticipation using IC information remains intact in 

a simulated bad mood, and suggest that the absent positivity to IC inconsistent pronouns found by Van 

Berkum et al. (2013) may partly be attributable to verb-based interference with a verb’s affective 

properties caused by an induced bad mood. 



NP2  First Fixation Duration 

 Predictor Estimate SE t-value 

 Emotional State (Smile) x Arousal x Valence 0.018 0.009 2.04 

 

Adverbial First Fixation Duration 

 Predictor Estimate SE t-value 

 Emotional State (Smile) x Arousal 

 

0.033 0.016 2.06 

Pronoun  First Pass Dwell Time 

 Predictor Estimate SE t-value 

 Emotional State (Smile) x Referential Match (Incons.) 

 

-0.104 0.040 -2.62 

because  Total Duration 

 Predictor Estimate SE t-value 

 Emotional State (Smile) x Referential Match (Incons.) x Arousal -0.104 0.049 -2.10 

 

 

Table 1: Summary of preliminary results from linear mixed-effects regression modeling, reporting 

significant or marginally significant predictors of interest with coefficient estimates, standard errors and 

estimated t-values. Note that a t-value greater than or equal to an absolute value of 2 is considered 

significant. 
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